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Spin resolved Auger current is shown to be different for the absorption of left and fight
circularly polarized light. This current is produced in non-radiative spontaneous decay of
photoexcited atoms or of excited atomic photoions. Circular dichroism in such polarized Auger
electrons exists even in the absence of spin-orbit interaction. Physical and geometrical conditions,
necessary for the occurrence of dichroic effects in atomic Auger spectroscopy, have been obtained.
Calculations for Ba and Xe show that the effect is substantially large and .can be readily observed.
Abstract.
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1. Introduction

In a recent paper [1], we have investigated the existence of dichroic effects in Auger
electron spectroscopy (AES), following absorption of circularly polarized (CP) light in a
free and unpolarized rotating linear molecule in electric dipole (El) approximation. The
photoexcited molecule AB* or the excited photoion A B +* in eq. (I.1) of [1] remembers
the helicity of the absorbed photon which created it. This memory is reflected in its
subsequent radiationless decay. In other words, it means that the spin-resolved Auger
current produced after the absorption of left circularly polarized (LCP) radiation is
different from that emitted when the absorbed electromagnetic wave is right circularly
polarized (RCP).
In the next section of this paper we show that the conditions in which one can observe
circular dichroism (CD) in Auger spectroscopy of atoms are almost identical to those [1]
of linear molecules. We, in particular, find that in order to study this effect in atoms, it
is necessary to analyse spin of Auger electrons also but without taking the spin-orbit
interaction (SO1) into account. Dichroism may exist both in the spin-resolved differential
as well as integrated Auger currents. It does not necessarily vanish in any particular
experimental configuration, including those which correspond to achiral geometries [2].
However, the dichroic effect will be absent if the integrated Auger current is spinresolved perpendicular to the direction of incidence of CP ionizing radiation or
Auger electrons are polarized perpendicular to the plane which contains both departing
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electrons as well as incident photon beam. (These two and other experimental geometries are explained below in figure 1.) Another important feature is that the CD in
Auger spectroscopy both of atoms and of rotating linear molecules is described by the
same set of equations containing up to three parameters. But the dynamical factors to be
used for the former are, of course, naturally different from those needed for the latter
targets.
In order to see the magnitude of dichroic effects in atomic AES, we have performed in
§ 3 of this paper numerical calculations for Ba and Xe atoms. Here, the Auger currents are
produced following photoionization in 5p and 4d subshells of Ba and Xe, respectively,
after the absorption of a CP photon. In that section we have also analysed the spin
polarization of Auger electrons emitted from these two atoms in the absence of SO1. The
conclusion of this work is presented in § 4.
2. Theory for circular dichroism in atomic Auger spectroscopy

The processes of interest to us in the present paper are

ht/r -I- X(LoSoJoMo) -'~ X*(LSJM)

(la)

followed by

X*(LSJM) -+ X+(LfSy JfMf) + ea(ka; Ua/Za)

(lb)

hut + X(LoSoJoMo) --~ X+*(LSJM) + ep

(2a)

and

followed by

X+*(LSJM) --~ X++(LfSfJfMf) + ea(ka; /~a#a)

(2b)

caused by the absorption of a photon of frequency Ur in a free and unpolarized atom X.
While X* in (1) is the photoexcited neutral atom, X +* in (2) is the excited photoion
formed after the emission of photoelectron ep which remains unobserved. Emission of
the Auger electron ea results in the formation of residual singly and doubly charged
atomic ions X + and X ++ in (lb) and (2b), respectively. (L0, L, Lf) and (So, S, Sf) are
the respective total orbital and spin angular momenta of (X,X*,X +) in (1) and of
(X,X+*,X ++) in (2). We also have in these equations the total angular momenta
J0 = L0 + So, J = L + S and Jf = Lf + Sf with their respective projections Mob, Mh
and Mfh along the polar axis of the space-frame. Further in (lb) and (2b), ka(ka, ka) is
the propagation vector of Auger electron moving with kinetic energy ea = h2k2/2m and
the component #ah(#a = ±1/2) of its spin angular momentum along the spin
quantization direction /~a(0a, ~ba) defined in the photon-frame coordinate system OXYZ
in figure l(a).
Spin polarization in the presence of spin-dependent interactions of Auger electrons
emitted in the non-radiative decay of an inner atomic shell vacancy created in the
excitation or ionization of unpolarized atoms by particle impact or photon absorption has
theoretically been considered by many workers [3-7]. The atomic expressions derived in
[3-7] can readily be written in the form of eq. (11.20). The Auger decay matrix elements
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Figure l(a). General geometry of an experiment used to study spin-polarization of
Auger electrons. OXYZ is the photon (or laboratory) frame of reference. Its polar
(OZ)-axis is along the direction of incidence of circularly polarized or unpolarized
photon absorbed before Auger emissions. (If incident radiation is linearly polarized
then its electric field vector is in the direction of OZ). Reaction (or scattering) plane
contains the OZ-axis and the propagation vector ka(ka, 0a, <Pa)of Auger electrons. Spin
of Auger electrons is quantized along fia(0~, ~b'a). If the OX-axis lies in the scattering
plane, then ka(ka, 0a, t~a : 0, 71").
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Figure l(b). Experimental geometry for observing longitudinally polarized Auger
electrons. Here ~allka such that ~ - Oa, ~bta= ~ba.

Alj to be used for atoms in eq. (11.20) are now given by
alj(Jf; J)

=

(--i)leiar v/-~l + 1)(2j + 1)(JfjlVclJ)

(3a)

with

A -~ E I</iJl EelJ> f
tj
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Figure l(c). Configuration of an experiment for observing Auger electrons, with
transverse polarization in the scattering plane. In this case 0~a= 0a + 7r/2 and ¢' = ¢a
for 0 < 0a < 7r/2; 0'a = 0~ - 37r/2 and ¢'~ = ¢~ + 7r for 7r/2 < 0a < 7r.

×
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Figure l(d). Experimental arrangement for observing Auger electrons with
transverse polarization perpendicular to the scattering plane. In this geometry,
o'a = ~12, ¢'a = ¢~ + ~t2.

and
O"a :

KaAV/-'-~---+1 (T(J; mr) +)

(3c)

is the spin-unresolved, integrated Auger current with constant Ka defined in eq. (I1.2). In
(3a) O"l is the Coulomb phase [8] for the lth partial wave of Auger electron; both in (3b) and
(3c), Ve is the inter-electronic Coulomb interaction. The state multipoles [9] (T(J; mr)+Q),
present in the definition (1/.13) of the normalized statistical tensor PKQ(J;mr) needed for
the angle- and spin-resolved Auger electron spectroscopy (ASRAES) expression (11.20),
can be readily obtained from the expressions developed in the paper II by using the
procedure explained in ref. [ 18]. The parameter mr in (3c) specifies the state of polarization
of the absorbed photon (mr = 0 for plane and mr = + 1 for circularly polarized light).
In order to obtain an expression for CD in atomic AES, we first need to eliminate the
effects of SO1 from the second step of each of the processes (1) and (2). That is, from
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(X*, X +, plus Auger continuum) in (lb) and (X+*, X++, plus Auger continuum) in (2b). It
is readily done by transforming the Auger decay matrix element (3a), occurring in the
distribution (II.20), from the j-j to L-S coupling with the help of the relations (4.20) and
(4.21) given in ref. [10]. This yields

(J:jlVc fs>-

((L:S:)J:(I½)JlVoI(LS):)

= V / ( 2 j + l ) ( 2 J f + 1)(2L+ 1)(2S+ 1)

l"

½
,Is J

((Lfl)LIVclL).

Sf

(4)

Next we substitute (3a), (11.13), (3c), (4) and the geometrical factor (11.19) in eq. (11.20).
The sum over j, jr, jf can then be analytically performed using an identity from ref. [11].
We then find, after some additional simplifications, that the angular distribution of spinresolved Auger electrons emitted from atoms in the absence of SOI in the decay
processes (lb) and (2b) is described by
°'a E G(LSJ; LfSf; KQ; ll'; kafia/Za)PKQ(J;mr)al(Lf, L)

d°'a (mr; t~a/Za)
&a

-- A

t:
xo

A~,(Lf, L).

(5)

Here the total Auger intensity aa is still obtained from (3c) with

A = Z I{(Lfl)LI VcIL)12

(6)

1
in place of that given by (3b). The Auger decay matrix element in L-S coupling is

At(Lf;L) = (-i)leiat 2V~--~I((Lfl)L[Ve[L).

(7)

Further in (5),

G(LSJ; LfSf ; KQ; ll'; kaua~a) ~---( - 1) I+tz~+L+S+L't+SI+K+O
× (2L+I)(2S+I)

2Kv~-~Z V/(2La+I)(2Sa+I)(;
taM~
SaMSa

X( 1
--/~a

×

1

IZa
S

So)(La

0

K )(l

Sa

ML~ MS,

I'

-Q

L

It La~f½
L L,OtS s

a ([¢a) Y~aSa(/~a)

Sa}
(8)

La Sa
is the geometrical factor.
The form of the distribution (5) is identical to that given in eq. (1.4) of [1] for rotating
linear molecules without including either SO1 or the spin-rotation interaction (SRI).
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Although, the dynamical terms are naturally different in the two cases, the geometrical
factors differ merely in the replacement of the respective molecular quantum numbers N
and Nf in ref. [1] by the atomic total orbital angular momenta L and Lf in the present
case. This means that the analysis given in the paper I for angle and spin-resolved AES of
rotating linear molecules in the absence of SO1 and SRI becomes immediately applicable
in a similar situation (i.e., in the absence of SO1) to atoms as well.
For example, the distribution (5) for atomic targets too is completely characterized in
the form of eq. (I.7) by four independent parameters. These parameters are the spinunresolved, total Auger intensity aa given by eqs (3c), (6), plus 3a, 7a, 6a obtained from
the respective equations (I.8a-c) after making the changes already mentioned in the
above paragraph.
The applicability of the ASRAES (1.7) in the present case means that even CD in
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) (i.e., CDAES) of atoms can be completely described
by eqs (I.13)-(I.15). This, in other words, means that CD will exist in the AES of both
atomic as well as of rotating linear molecular targets in identical, both kinematical as well
as physical conditions and can be treated in these two entirely different targets on an
equal footing. Its important properties are:
(a) It is present in free and achiral atomic targets.
(b) It is observable only in spin-resolved integrated and differential Auger currents.
(c) No spin-dependent interations in the bound and continuum electrons are involved in
either of the Auger decay processes (lb) and (2b).
(d) It does not necessarily vanish even in achiral experimental geometries [2] containing
either three vectors (ka, Ua, and the direction of incidence of the CP radiation) in a
single plane in eq. (I.13) or only two vectors (photon and Auger electron spin
quantization axis) in eq. (I.14).
(e) Properties (I.16a-d) of CD in AES are valid for atomic targets as well.
(f) We know from eq. (II.A13) that
PlO(J; --mr) = -PlO(J;

mr)

P2o(J; --mr) = Peo(J; mr)
for orientation and alignment parameters respectively. Using these, we find from the
distribution (I.7)

do'a(-mr; Ua, d:#a)
do'a(mr; Ua, q:#a)
dka
=
dka

(9)

The spin-resolved, integrated Auger currents (I.9a), too has properties similar to (9).
(g) CD in AES (I.13) and (I.14) is such that

dcrCD(Ua, --~t'a)
&a

do'CD (fia, ~a)
--

(10a)

dka

and

^
CD
^
ffCD
a (Ua,--~a)=--O"
a (Ua,~a)
respectively.
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3. Applications

3.1 Spin-polarization and CD in the Auger decay of photoexcited atoms
We have calculated in paper I, the spin-resolved, integrated Auger current, its degree of
polarization, and the corresponding CD in AES in terms of the total Auger current
emitted in the non-radiative decay of a photoexcited rotating linear molecule. These are
given in table I in ref. [1] for 102 different transitions of the type (I.la). The results of that
table are directly applicable also to the Auger electrons emitted from an atomic target
through the process (1) after replacing [as explained after eq. (8)] the molecular quantum
number N by the atomic total orbital angular momentum quantum number L. That is, the
successive values of N, S, J given in the respective 2nd, 3rd and 4th columns of table 1 in
ref. [1] will now specify the quantum numbers L, S, J of the states of photoexcited atom
X* in eq. (1).
For example, the Auger emission process (I) corresponding to the state number 7 is
ht~r + X(Jo = 5)2 ~ X* (2 p3/2) ---+X+ (Sf = O) --~ ea,
to the state number 13 is
h u r + X ( J o -- ~)
1

-"+ X*(203/2) ~ X+(Sf = O) q- ea,

and to the state number 31 is

hut + X(Jo = 5) ~ X*(3F4) ~ X+(Sf = 1) q_ ea.
These processes have their values of J0 specified by the columns 8th, 6th and 8th of
table I [1], respectively. We further have from table I in ref. [1] that %Pl0(J; mr) : mr~8
for each of these transitions. Here [1], mr : 0, +1, and - 1 for LP, RCP and LCP
radiation of frequency v~ absorbed in the three processes, respectively. Substitution of this
value of %Plo(J;mr) in eq. (I.9a) gives the spin-resolved, integrated Auger current
ffa(mr; fia,//'a) ~-- (1 -- (1/4)mr#aCOSOta)tra/2; in eq. (I.9b) gives the degree p(mr; fia) ~--(1/4)mrcosOra of spin-polarization of this current; in eq. (1.14) gives its circular
dichroism aaCO(fia,#a) = (1/4)aa#aCosO'a. Here aa is the spin-unresolved, integrated
Auger current defined by (3c), (6). These values of aa(mr; fia, #a), p(mr; fia), and of
aaCD(fia,#a) are obtained when SOl is not taken into account in the second step of any of
the three above-mentioned process.
3.2 Spin-polarization and CD in AES of Ba
Recently, Kuntze et al [12-14] have studied spin-polarization of photoelectrons

hur +Ba(5p66s 21So) ~ Ba+*(5p56s2 2p1/2,3/2) +ep(kpsl/2,kpd3/2,5/2)

(lla)

and of Auger electrons

Ba+*(5p56s 2 2p1/2,3/2) ~ Ba++(5p66s 2 is0) + ep(kp,pl/2,3/2 )

(lib)

emitted sequentially in the interaction of a barium atom with CP radiation. This obviously
corresponds to the general process (2) considered in this paper with (Lo, So,Jo = 0),
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 49, No. 5, November 1997
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(L = 1;S = 1/2;J = 1/2,3/2) and (Ly,Sf,Jy = 0) for Ba, Ba +* and Ba ++ respectively.
In order to study spin polarization of these Auger electrons and their dichroic behaviour
according to the prescription explained in this paper, we take SOI into account neither in
the continuum nor in the bound electrons in the second step (1 lb) representing the Auger
decay of Ba +*. It is obvious from the expression (I.8b) that the parameter 'Ya is always
independent of Auger dynamics. However, if Lf = 0, as in the present case of Ba ++, then
the parameters/3a and ~a too cease to depend upon the Auger decay matrix elements (see,
eqs (1.18)). Thus, for such states of the excited photoion Ba +* in (lib), the last three
of the four parameters (~ra,/3a, 7a, 6a) needed to describe angle and spin-resolved AES
of Ba atom by eq. (1.7) become independent of the dynamical factors. The values of
these three parameters are then readily calculated from eqs (1.8) (after replacing the
respective molecular quantum numbers N and Nf by atomic orbital angular momenta L
and Lf) to be
7a = 1/3v~,

6a = 2 v ~ / 3

(12a)

6a-

(12b)

for J = 1/2 and
1

/3a=-~,

7a--

6

3x/5

for J = 3/2.
It is well known (see, for example, eqs (I.A8) and (II.A13)) that a state with J = 1/2 of
a photoexcited atom or molecule, or of excited photoion of these species, will only be
oriented not aligned. Kuntze et al [12] have given normalized orientation and alignment
parameters for Ba+*(5p56s 2 2p1/2,3/2). The values of these parameters appropriate for
present application are obtained after multiplying those given by Kuntze et al [12] by
1. This yields
/~10(J=½; mr = + l ) = -0.38;

P20(J----½; m r = + l )

=0

(13a)

for J = 1/2 and
p l 0 ( J = 3 ; mr = + l ) = 0.46;

~0(J=-~; mr=+l)=0.14

(13b)

for J = 3/2. These correspond, respectively, to the photons of energies 25.8 eV and
23.5 eV incident in the process (1 la) [12].
Following [12-14], let us take the reaction plane, defined in figure 1 to contain the
polar axis and the propagation direction ka(0a, ~ba) of the Auger electron, to be the X-Z
plane of our photon-frame of reference. Then, obviously, the Auger electron moves out in
direction ka(0a, ~a = 0). The three components
3
6aPl0(J; mr) sin 20 a
Px = ~ 1 + fla/920(J; mr)e2(cos 0a) '

(14a)

py ~-- 0,

(lnb)

7a -- 6aP2(cos 0a)
Pz = -- 1 +/3aP2o(J; mr)P2(cos 0a) PlO(J; mr)

(14c)

of the Auger electron polarization p specific to this frame of reference are readily
obtained from eqs (I.10) and (I.11). Equation (14) immediately means that, if SOI is not
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Figure 2(a). Variation of p= and Pz components of the polarization vector of Auger
electrons with the angle 0a between directions of their propagation and of incidence of
CP ionization radiation. These electrons are ejected in the non-radiative decay (I lb) of
excited photoion Ba +*(5/o5 2p1/2). Values shown have been calculated by substituting
eqs (12a), (13a) in (14a, c). Circles (with error bars) are the values ofpz measured by
Kuntze et al [12-14].
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Same as figure 2(a), but for electrons ejected in the non-radiative
decay (1 lb) of excited photoion Ba+*(Sp 5 2p3/2). These values have been calculated
by substituting eqs (12b), (13b) in (14a, c).
Figure 2(b).
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included in (1 lb), the Auger electrons do not have any polarization perpendicular to the
scattering plane (see figure l(d)). The last result, which was initially derived by Klar [3]
in the context of atoms, is applicable to all states of photoexcited atom X* and molecule
AB* in (1) and (I. 1a) respectively, as well as of the excited atomic photoion X +* in (2) and
molecular photoion AB +* in (I.lb,c).
Figure 2(a) contains X- and Z-components of the polarization vector p of Auger
electrons emitted making an angle 0a with the CP photon beam incident in the process
(11 b) with J = 1/2. These have been obtained by substituting (12a) and (13a) in (14). As
both/3a and Pz0 vanish for J = 1/2, the denominator in eq. (14) is, therefore, equal to one
for this case. We find from figure 2(a) that, whereas the maximum magnitude of each of
the two components Px and Pz is about 0.27, these are respectively antisymmetric and
symmetric about 0a = 7r/2.
The values of the components Px and Pz of the polarization vector p obtained by
substituting (12b) and (13b) in (14) are shown in figure 2(b). These obviously correspond
to J = 3/2 in the Auger transition (1 lb). Here too we find that, similar to figure 2(a), Px
and Pz are respectively antisymmetric and symmetric with respect to 0a = 7r/2. Moreover,
]Px(J = 1/2)]max > ]Px(J = 3/2)lmax, but ]pz(J = 1/2)lmax < IPz(J = 3/2)lmax'The
most significant effects on polarization of Auger electrons of an increase in the total
angular momentum of Ba +*, which results both in orientation as well as in alignment of
P3/2 vacancy, are that (i) the maximum magnitude ofpx(J = 3/2) is much smaller than
that of Px(J = 1/2), pz(J = 1/2), and of pz(J = 3/2); (ii) pz(J = 3/2) < 0 for all
directions of propagation of Auger electrons in the X-Z plane (i.e., for all values of tga).
In order to see the effect of SOl in the second step of the process (11), we have
calculated the parameters/3a, 7a, 6a, and ~a also from eqs (I1.22). As Jf = 0 and a single ppartial wave of Auger electron contributes in the process (1 lb), all of the four parameters
in eqs (11.22) become independent of Auger dynamics.
We find in this case that, while (a = 0, each of the fla, 3'a, and 6~ have values equal to
those given by (12a) and (12b) for J = 1/2 and 3/2, respectively. Consequently, with
normalized orientation and alignment parameters taken from (13a) for J = 1/2 and from
(13b) for J -- 3/2 states of Ba +*, the Cartesian components of the polarization vector of
Auger electron obtained from eq. (11.27) also become identical to those given in (14) in
this paper and shown in figure 2(a) and 2(b) herein.
Kuntze et al have measured py [13, 14] andpz [12-14] both for J = 1/2 and 3/2 in the
process (11). These measurements [12-14] ofpz have been shown by open circles (along
with error bars) in figure 2 in the present paper. On comparing the measured values [1214] ofpz with those calculated in the present paper (and shown by the continuous curve in
figure 2), we find that there is good agreement between the two, both in shape as well as
magnitude. The same is true for py which has been measured [13, 14] to be zero. This
agreement between theory and experiment shows that if the dynamics does not contribute
to a particular Auger decay process, then the theoretical results obtained without SOI
agree with those calculated and measured taking SO1 into account.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) contain the ~rc° (fi~, #a)/~ra in the spin-resolved, integrated Auger
current produced in the respective decay of J = 1/2 and J = 3/2 states of Ba +* in the
process (1 lb). These have, respectively, been calculated by substituting (12) and (13) in
(I. 14). In each of the figures 3, curve 1 corresponds to the projection - ( 1 / 2 ) h and curve 2
to +(1/2)h of the spin-angular momentum of the Auger electron along the quantization
470
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Figure 3(a). Variation of the ratios of CD in spin-resolved, integrated Auger current
to the total (spin-urtresovled) Auger intensity with the polar angle 0~abetween the spinquantization direction of Auger electrons and the CP photon beam. These electrons are
ejected in the non-radiative decay (1 lb) of the excited photoion Ba+*(5p 5 2p1/2).
Ratios in this figure are calculated by substituting eqs (12a), (13a) in (I.14). Curve 1:
/Za = - 1 / 2 ; Curve 2: #a = +1/2.
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Figure 3(b). Same as figure 3(a), but for electrons emitted in the non-radiative
decay (llb) of the excited photoion Ba+*(5p52p3/2). Ratios in this figure are
calculated by substituting eqs (12b), (13b) in (1.14).
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Figure 4(a), Variation of the ratios of CD in spin-resolved, differential Auger
current to the total (spin-unresolved) Auger intensity with the angle 0a between the
outgoing electron and the CP radiation. These electrons are emitted in the nonradiative decay (1 lb) of Ba+*(5p 5 2P1/2). Curves L1 (#a -------1/2) and LE(/~a -- +1/2)
are calculated by substituting eqs (12a), (13a) in (I.16a) for longitudinal polarization
of Auger electrons. Curves Tl(#a = - 1 / 2 ) and TE(#a = +1/2) are obtained by
substituting eqs (12a), (13a) in (I. 161)) for transverse polarization of Auger electrons in
the reaction plane. (Here #a = d:l/2 is the projection of Auger electrons spin along
the quantization direction ~.)
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Figure 4(b), Same as figure 4(a) but for Auger electrons emitted in the non-radiative
decay (1 lb) of the excited photoion Ba+*(5p 5 2p3/2). These ratios are calculated by
substituting (12b), (13b) in (I.16a) for Lz and L2 and in (I.16b) for Th T2.
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direction which makes angle O'a with the incident CP light (see, figure l(a)). The curves in
each figure obviously obey the property (10b). Although, the magnitude of craCD(fia,#a)/tra
in each of the figures 3 is within the experimentally measurable limit, the CD for J = 3/2
(in figure.3(b)) is almost four times that when J = 1/2 (in figure 3(a)) state of Ba +*.
The ratio of the CD in spin-resolved differential Auger current (i.e., do'CO(~a,/Za)/dka)
to that of the total Auger intensity (tZa) for different experimental geometries is shown in
figure 4. Figure 4(a) corresponds to the decay of Ba+*(2p1/2) state and is obtained by
substituting (12a), (13a) in (I.16); whereas, figure 4(b) is for the Auger electrons emitted
from Ba+*(Ep3/2) calculated by combining (12b), (13b) and (1.16). Curves
Ll(#a-----1/2) and L2(#a = +1/2) in both of these figures are for longitudinally
polarized Auger electrons corresponding to eq. (I.16a). Similarly, the remaining two
curves Tl(#a = - 1 / 2 ) and T2(#a = +1/2) in each of the figures 4(a) and 4(b) give us
CD in spin-resolved differential Auger current for transverse experimental arr~gement
ofeq. (I.16b). That is, L1 and L2 are for fia[lfCa;whereas, Tl and/'2 are for fia 3_ ka. These
two cases correspond to the experimental geometries shown in figures l(b) and 1(c),
respectively, wherein the Auger electron spin quantization direction fia and its
propagation vector ~:a are in the plane which also contains the CP incident photon beam.
Furthermore, all the curves in the figures 4(a) and 4(b) satisfy the property (10a). This
means that, for all values of the angle 0a between the direction of ejection of Auger
.electron and of incidence of CP radiation, LI and 2"1 are always negative of L2 and T2
respectively. Finally, the ratios of the CD in spin-resolved differential Auger current to
total Auger intensity in the figures 4(a) and 4(b) are well within the measurable limits of
present experimental facilities.
3.3 Spin-polarization and CD in AES of Xe
The following photoionization process

hvr + Xe(4dl°5s25p 6 lSo) ~ Xe+*(4d95s25p 6 2/)5/2) + ep(kppl/2, kpf5/2,7/2)
(15a)
in Xe succeeded by the spontaneous, non-radiative decay
Xe+*(4d95s 2 5p 6 205/2 ) ~ Xe++(4dl°5s°5p 6 Is0) + ep(kad5/2)

(15b)

of the excited photoion Xe +* has been studied by several workers, both theoretically as
well as experimentally. More recently, Kammerling and Schmidt [15] have measured
one-photon two-step, double ionization for (15) and theoretically studied [15, 16] both
angular and spin-correlation between photo- and Auger-electrons emitted sequentially in
the above process.
The values of the three polarization parameters obtained from eqs (1.8) for this case is
fla--

V/~-,

7a=--g

,

6a ---~--g

.

(16a)

These parameters are independent of the Auger decay dynamics because we have, in the
present case Lf = 0 and the Auger electron is represented by a single d(l = 2)-partial
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wave in eq. (15b). Since Jf = 0 as well, eqs (11.22) which includes SOI in the Auger
decay process (15b) will also yield the values of fla, ")'a, 6a given in (16a), with (a = 0
(obtained from eq. (II.22d)). Thus similar to the case of Ba, discussed earlier, the SO1
does not contribute to the second step in double ionization (15) of Xe.
In order to calculate the components of the polarization vector of Auger electrons and
CD for (15b), we need to know both orientation and alignment parameters Pl0(J; mr) and
P2o(J;mr), respectively. These have been calculated herein using the photoionization
matrix elements given by Kammerling and Schmidt [15]. The expression used in ref. [15]
for the integrated cross-section for photoionization (15a) is [16]

a(4ds/2) = 871"4
w----c-(idt(P3/2)]2 + ]d'(fs/2)l 2 + ]d'(fT/2)12).
Here ~ is the energy of the photon incident in (15a) and c (= 137) is the speed of light in
atomic unit (a.u.); d' are the photoionization amplitudes in electric dipole (El)
approximation. But the theoretical frame-work developed in ref. [1] and [17] gives the
integrated photoionization cross-section for (15a) to be
~(4d5/2) =

gp([d(p3/z)[ 2 + Id(fs/2)l 2 + Id(fT/2)12),

with Kp = 37r(e2/%E 2) in absolute units. Here e is the electronic charge, s0 the
dimensionless fine structure constant and Er the photon energy. Converting it to atomic
units, we get Kp = 37rcZ/w2. Therefore, in order to be able to use the E1 amplitudes given
by Kammerling and Schmidt [15], we should first multiply them by 87r3~/(3c3). This 'renormalization' procedure will, however, only change the magnitude of E1 photoionization matrix elements, but their [15] phases will remain unaltered. Therefore, the
magnitude of the E1 transition amplitudes we have used in calculating the orientation and
alignment parameters for photoionization step (15a) are

d(p3/2) = 1.459 × 10-3 a.u.,
d(fs/2) = -1.385 × 10-3 a.u.,
d(fT/2) -= -5.010 × 10-3 a.u.,
with associated phases given in [15]. The corresponding normalized orientation and
alignment factors for Xe+*(4p 9 2D5/2) are then readily obtained from (I1.13) to be [18]:
Pl0(J; mr) = -1.86mr;

~0(J; mr) = 0.279(3mr2 - 2).

(16b)

Here [1], [17], mr = 0 for LP and mr = ±1 for CP light incident in (15a). The energy of
the LP photon in experiment of [15] was 94.5 eV.
The X- and Z-components of the polarization vector p of Auger electrons emitted from
Xe in the process (15) are shown in figure 5. The results have been computed by
substituting (16) in (14). On comparing figures 2(b) and 5 we find that the nature of
variation o f p , and Pz with the angle of emission 0a of Auger electrons in the two figures
is almost the same. It is because both orientation and alignment contribute to the
polarization of Auger electrons in the non-radiative decay of Ba+*(ZP3/2) in (1 lb) and of
Xe+*(2Ds/2) in (15b). However, the magnitude of Pz for Xe-Auger electron is much
larger than for those coming out from Ba +*, but px has almost equal magnitude in
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Figure 5. Same as figure 2(a) but for Auger electrons emitted in the non-radiative
decay (15b) of excited photoion Xe+*(4p92Dv2 ). These values have been calculated
by substituting eq. (16) in (14a, c).
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Figure 6. Same as figure 3(a) but for Auger electrons emitted in the non-radiative
decay (15b) of excited photoion Xe+*(4p92Ds/2). These ratios are calculated by
substituting eqs (16) in (I.14).
figures 2(a) and 5, which is almost twice of that given in figure 2(b) for Ba +* (2p3/2). This
simply means that the degree of spin-polarization of Auger electrons emitted in (15) is
expected to be much larger than those coming out from (11).
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Figure 7. Same as figure 4(a) but for Auger electrons emitted in the non-radiative
decay (15b) of excited photoion Xe+*(4p92D5/2). These ratios are calculated by
substituting eqs (16) in (I.16a) for LI and L2 and in (I.16b) for T1, T2.
As far as we know, unfortunately, no experimental measurements or any other
calculations for spin-polarization of Auger electrons emitted in the process (15) in Xe are
available. Talkki et al [19] have computed those parameters which are needed in eq.
(II.27b) to calculate py component of the polarization vector perpendicular to the reaction
plane in the presence of SOL But, for the transition (II.27b) in Xe +*, py has already been
shown to vanish identically elsewhere in this paper. Consequently, the results presented in
figure 5 are the first theoretical prediction of the components Px and Pz of the polarization
vector p of Auger electrons emitted in the process (15) in Xe.
In the respective figures 6 and 7, we have shown the ratios of the CD in spin-resolved
integrated and differential Auger currents to the total Auger intensity for the process (15).
These have been calculated by substituting eq. (i 6) in (I. 14) and (I.16), respectively. In
figure 7, both longitudinal (LI,L2) as well as transverse (T1,T2) geometries,
corresponding to eqs (I.16a) and (I.16b) respectively, have been considered. (These
experimental arrangements are shown in the respective figures l(b) and l(c).) The
magnitude of the ratios in these figures are usually larger than those of Ba shown in
figures 3 and 4. Another interesting comparison between CD in Ba and Xe AES is that
variations in figure .6 with respect to 0ta and in figure 7 with respect to 0a for Xe+*(2Ds/2)
+,
2
are similar to those found for Ba (P3/2) in figures 3(b) and 4(b), respectively.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown that the same set of equations describe angle- and spinresolved AES following photoabsorption in both atoms as well as in rotating linear
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molecules with or without including SOI in the second step of Auger emission. Although,
the dynamical terms needed for atomic systems are naturally different from those for
molecules, the geometrical factor, is however, identical in the two cases. We have, urther,
shown that CD exists in the AES of both of these targets in almost identical physical as
well as geometrical conditions and is, again, represented by the same equations which do
not include SO1 in the Auger decay dynamics. We have used these equations for
calculating components of the polarization vector and CD for Auger electrons emitted
from the excited photoions Ba+*(5p 5 2p1/2,3/2) and Xe+*(4p 9 2D5/2).
Our investigations show that if the total orbital angular momentum Lf as well as the
total angular momentum Jf of the doubly charged ion left after Auger emission is zero
(i.e., it is in its 1S0 state) and the departing electron is represented by a single partial
wave, then the degree of spin polarization of Auger electrons is not affected by the
absence or presence of SOI in bound and/or continuum electrons. The Auger electrons in
this case are spin-resolved if and only if their emission is preceeded by the absorption of
CP light, whether or not SO1 is included. In such experiments, polarization of Auger
electrons is confined only to the plane which contains both the outgoing electrons as well
as the CP ionizing radiation, and vanishes identically in a direction perpendicular to this
plane. In the three examples considered in this paper, the maximum magnitude of the Pz
component of polarization vector along the photon beam is either equal to or larger than
its px component perpendicular to the photon beam. Moreover, the degree of spin
polarization of Auger electrons produced in the decay of Xe +* (4p 9 2D5/2) is much larger
than of those emitted from either of the two states (5p 5 2p1/2,3/2) of Ba +*. The CD
investigations performed here are useful for studying spin-resolved Auger spectroscopy,
and for investigating the influence of SOI on Auger electrons. The circular dichroism"
calculated in this paper in the AES of Ba and Xe suggests that it is sufficiently larger and
can be studied experimentally. In addition, being the difference of two aspects of almost
equal values, CD studies provide more stringent test for theoretical models.
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